Heat Shield Installation

Open the electric oven door and look in the upper left or right-hand corner of the oven. There you will see a device that looks like a sensor or probe.

Maneuver this probe out of the two black spring clips and let it hang from the rear of the oven. You may want to remove the oven rack guide and thumb screw just below this probe to give you more room to work.

Now remove each black clip by pinching to release the spring tension while pulling down on the clip. You may need to rock it back and forth while pulling down to draw it from the hole in the oven ceiling.
Now insert both clips into the holes in the heat shield (oriented like shown) supplied by Art Culinaire. Next, push each clip back into the same holes in the oven ceiling they were pulled out from.

Now re-install the thermostat probe into each clip. Make sure this probe is pinched and held between the “fingers” of the black clips. If the clips are not able to hold the probe, then make it rest at a position furthest away from the oven element while in the clip.

This is how the thermostat probe and heat shield should look when successfully installed.